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Dear dim, your letter of the 6th fills me with dismay and frustration. It 
pretty much limits what I can or will do and its reflects an arrogance and 
a stupidity I am, frankly, astounded to find in yell. So you can better understand 
what follows, I make this erelanation: 

Yesterday I wee,. 58, I feel likes a very old 58. I still keep hours, after 
seven years of it, that I know no young person even thinking of working, and yet 
I can't begin to keep up with what 1  must do. The interest on my to me coneidera 
able i deptedness is now due and I do not have it, simply because people who 
owe me money and promised it in time haven't delivered. I on phyuically exhausted, emotionally drained, and I just an not going to engage in futilities. I hive 
no tine for them and I'm not going to overburden ny nerves or my guts with 

thjn. It is that simple. 

You have two good sources of information, end ycu have jeopardized them 
both and may already have rained the information you heve gotten and certainly 
have, with consummate stupi4ftity, done everything a man can do to guarantee its miause. You did this knowing you should not have. And after it is too late, you te71 me about, it. 

I knew that you had seen Sprague before your letter reached here and whatever it is he got from you, including a picture or pictures, is already in the wrong 
hinds and have been informed of it. Because I was informed by phone I cut it all off. 111 fire out when I want to, but in person, and soon. 

It was at the very best irresponsible of you to talk to anyone when I 
cautioned ou against it, If none of us is immune to error, none the repository of all knowledge or flawless judgement, I have had more experience with this 
kind of thing and more knowledge and experience bar far than anyone else or this 
subject, I drew upon this to counsel you. So, the first thing you do it exactly the opposite. Hvain then told me of this I told you to stay away from Sprague and above all to keep C away from him, so you arrange for both of you to go to his meeting, for what you now must know is "...he shovelling of what is eanerally reserved for the barnyard. Tat you would even dream of doing mit this im with an to C is beyond explanation of excuse. That he didn't go is irrelevant, for these flap these flapjaaed paranoids have a sufficient identification, from what I was told. 

Now much as 7 want this inforeation, and important as it can be to me and my work, I si ply wil1 not be part of anything that can in any ;ray hurt anybody, C or M or anyone, And if you can't keep your word or take advice, the same 
applies to you. I recognize = have no right to give you orders and I do not 
assurle or exercise such a right. But when people work together they do have a right to exp ct each other to be rat anal, responsible, and to keep their words, 
I will not do uhat I criticize the government for doing, If it is wrong for them it is wrong for me, 

I don't know how you can undo this awftl mese you have made, how ycu can take out of the mind of the irrational Se ague what you have already out there, how you can withdraw the copies of .whatever he has distributed that he has, but if ycu want to come out of this with any self-respect you'd better figure some way out. That in is, as I told you, no better than a raving maniac on this subject clam, rational and decent as he seems to be in all o ber ways ,He blows everything he comes =cross, has no respect for the rig is or o-ners *no their raanersaar, 
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is utterly incapable of correctly understareing aey genuine evidence he eight see, and can be depended upon to spread everything wholesale among all the irrationa ionals with whom he maintains clone liason. If you will but think a mokent, 
you will see that I have told you what you did not write me, and this 
should be all the illusration you need of the speed ':rite weich his does 
what I say. 

Your eepleeateon is not cerdible. If your sole purpose in correspodeine 
cite eprague was to get copies of picture, then all you need have done was 
write and aek for those pictures, no more, 

And after I warned you, you have tole the thele euckine world that 
"all material from 'a friend who once knew eosey' was being given to you", 
meaning tie. If you gave him none of it, why-  even mention it? now there is 
no possibility of keeping this as it bad to have been kept, and if it 
is not all blown, it will not be your fault, I had a long letter from 
Sprague yesterday, written after his return. de made no mention of this. 
But he die to another, or oihers. How blind and stppidly stubborn can you 
bee 

I did take time to eriLe hie a four-page letter, trying to straighten him out on other things, but I knew it was a futility, and I was trying 
to keep him from serious eieuse of eoesthine of soeeboey else's he had 
eeafeled, 

I as sorry te have to erite you so bluntly, but it would be dishonest 
not to, and no service to you or ivat we all seek, We must practise the 
highest morality, lee: highest ethics, or we have no business doing what 
we do. Th E,. efeels, anoic other things, eutual respect and trust and the 
strictest protection oe those feon whom we seek iefor-etion. Now such 
trouble do you think it will be to pinpoint former frienee of Uoste? 
They sure 32 hell aren't going to think of 1.:eiker's pal wite we 	he 
played bridges 

Franely, mnce as I .ant to know what he can say, I think C etas to 
be out of his eine to talk to you eurtder, and if I knew hoe to address 
hi a, I'd so tell hie. lie hae to survive all of this, and you on top of it. 
I would like to hoar from hie directly, but I have no way of reaching him. pith what you have done, I can't honorable encourage you to talk to him again, based on what you have aemitted, and I can but wonder if there is yet -ere. 

Co you think Spraeue will pay any more atemteou to your telling 
him he has things turned around that, say, to me? I've spent hours 
developing proof of his error, so he siep- y ignores it, I'll never 
recover from what one of his incredibly zapy obsession: cost me, but 
had 1  of frustrated that one, there'd be no point in all this work now. 

You h eve every ri ell: to eo things your :ray-. ehen you are ready to keep your eord to me, to do things ny way of discuss them feretand under-
steed the reasons wee do you can avoid the kind of ssameful are selfe 
destructive thing you eaee just done, write me aeleiee And if you want to 
avoid the possibility of never forgiving yourself, try and find some way of getting Sprague to never mention what you told elm axle to return to you everycopy ef whatever you gave hie, whatever ee wrote about it, 
I regret very much that you have so lowered my spirits. Sincerely, 
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